
Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society 
Annual General Meeting 

Sunday, September 17, 2006 
Bowen Park, Nanaimo 

 
Call to Order:  
 
The President, Keith Wilson called the AGM to order at 7:15PM. There were 23 NBDS members 
present out of a total of 148 members. 
 
Minutes of the 2005 AGM: Keith asked if there are any errors or omissions in the 2005 report and 
Jim Beaman moved that the minutes be accepted. Keith declared the minutes accepted.  

 

President’s Report:  Keith Wilson 
 
Looking back over the last year, I would conclude that 2005-2006 has been a banner year in the 
history of NBDS.    
 
Our membership has grown to a total of 148, up over 30% from last year.  As can be seen from the 
membership chart (below), our membership had fallen off in recent years but this year we saw a 
resurgence of new members.  I believe this can be attributed to two factors.  First, there is a renewed 
interest in ballroom dancing and dancing generally in the community, mainly through the recent 
number of TV shows and movies centered on dancing as a fun and challenging pastime.  Second, 
we have structured NBDS to appeal to members from areas north of Nanaimo, and this has brought 
a significant number of new members to our society.   
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I am also pleased to say that this year we have 42 new members, which is almost 30% of our current 
membership.  This means we can look forward to an injection of fresh ideas and enthusiasm into 
our club activities during the coming year. 
 
The new ideas have already begun.  This last year we undertook a number of new initiatives: 
 
1.  Two Dance Venues:  This is the most significant initiative.  Rather than holding our third week 
dances in Nanaimo, we were able arrange for dances to be held at Nanoose Place on Saturday 
evenings.  Thanks to the efforts of Stephen Gower, Elaine Thompson, Sara Treutler, Jerry and 
Donna Jaggers and many others our Nanoose place dances were very successful in terms of the 
number of attendees, the ambiance created by the committee and the level of fun at the dances.  
Stephen will be presenting a separate report from the Nanoose Committee this evening. 
 
2.  Greatly Improved Web-Based Communications:  Thanks to the talents of our new webmaster, 
Brian Gaines, our website was totally redesigned to be the focus of communications for the club, 
and changed to be an attractive, responsive and  accurate source of information for all club 
activities.  Brian has a separate report on the website, to follow. 
 
3.  Courtesy Passes:  This year we re-introduced the idea of courtesy passes for people who were 
taking lessons but which were new to NBDS.  The passes were handed out to local instructors of 
ballroom dancing to encourage their students to attend NBDS social dances free of charge while 
their classes were in session.  In combination with “Welcome Cards” which invited people to sit 
with our regular members, this system was quite successful at making newcomers to NBDS feel 
welcome, and many joined the club as a result. 
  
4.  Dancing in the Schools Initiative:   
Thanks to the efforts of members such as Nelson Wong, Fred Rockwell and Stephen Gower, with 
enthusiastic contributions from Margaret Yung, we have begun to explore the introduction of 
ballroom dance in the schools.  This is a very promising and rewarding initiative, and we look 
forward to developing it further next year. 
 
5. Purchase of New Sound Equipment:  Because of the society’s solid financial position, we were 
able to invest in new sound equipment, retiring the older outdated equipment and purchasing new 
speakers and other audio equipment.  Thanks go to John Maher and Nelson Wong for researching 
the alternatives and procuring the new equipment.  John  has will give us a report later in the 
agenda.  
 
In addition to these new initiatives, we continued to hold a full set of workshops, regular dances and 
dinner dances.  The attendance at our social dances was up 50% from the previous year, as 
compiled by Barbara Yee.   We also presented an extremely successful and entertaining Island 
Fantasy Ball, and an well-attended and inspirational Newcastle Island Dance Camp. You will hear 
reports from Nelson Wong on the Island Fantasy Ball and John Maher on the Newcastle Island 
Dance Camp later this evening. 
 
Financially, NBDS did very well, placing our society in a strong position.  Our operating surplus 
this year was $7,292, and cash in the bank was $24,319.  The major contributor to the operating 
surplus was the Island Fantasy Ball, which generated $7,247, followed by the Newcastle Island 
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Dance Camp, which had a surplus of $1,333.  Our social dances, which were separated in the 
financial statements into the First Friday dances at Bowen, the Third Friday dances at Bowen (held 
last Fall), and the Third Saturday dances at Nanoose Place (starting this year), were essentially 
break even. 
 
As I have said on earlier occasions, our club’s success depends entirely on the efforts and 
enthusiasm of volunteer members, and I would like to acknowledge and thank the people who 
stepped forward to work for the club, and to help make decisions for the benefit of NBDS.  First of 
all, I would like to thank our Board – our vice president Stephen Gower, our secretary Deborah 
Wilson, our treasurer Barbara Yee and the other members who served on our Board – John Maher, 
Fred Rockwell, Nelson Wong, Sara Treutler, Tina Maher, and Doug Sheaff.   
 
Also, I would also like to thank the other members who contributed at the committee level and all of 
the members who volunteered to help out at the door, set up tables, play the music, and manage the 
refreshments and bar.  These are the people who make our dances run smoothly, for the enjoyment 
of all members. 
 
I would especially like to thank Nelson Wong and his Island Fantasy Ball Committee for the hard 
work and long hours need to stage this grand event, and John Maher and his Newcastle Island 
Dance Camp committee for their work in coordinating this special event, which brings ballroom and 
non-ballroom people together in a fun-filled series of workshops and dances. 
 
I would like to conclude by saying that I have personally enjoyed working with all of you, and hope 
that my own contribution has been of some value.  Although I will be moving on to other things in 
the coming year, I will continue to serve on the Board and help out in other ways.  Both Deborah 
and I feel that we have made a great number of friends through our membership in NBDS and we 
look forward to being a part of the many great things which lie ahead for this organization.  
 
Treasurer’s Report:  Barbara Yee  

 

Barbara was not present. 
 
The financial statements were put together by Nelson Wong and Keith reviewed them with the 
members.  John moved that we accept the financial statements, seconded by Dave Stevenson – 
carried unanimously.   
 
Bowen Committee Report:  Keith Wilson 
 
The Bowen committee was a venue-based operating committee which looked after the social dances 
held at Bowen Park.  I would like to thank the members of this committee who assisted me – John 
Maher, Dave Stevenson, Nelson Wong and Jim Beaman.  Dances were held on First Fridays and 
(last year) on Third Fridays.  The dances included one theme dance (Mardi Gras) and two ticketed 
dances (Anniversary & Christmas).   The Christmas Dance featured a showcase with Young Ryu 
and Magda Rudzic, and the Mardi Gras dance, inspired by the elaborate decorations used by the 
Nanoose Place Committee, was a lot of fun.   As mentioned, the Bowen dances had increased 
attendance this year, and were financially self sufficient. 
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Nanoose Place Committee Report:  Stephen Gower (Our plans, hopes and dreams) 

 
The strategy developed by the Committee to host dance events, includes the following principals. 
1)  A calming, welcoming and gracious atmosphere; that utilizes themes and decorative accents to 
engage the mind and relax the soul;  
2) An exciting mix of the smooth “Classic ballroom dance favorites” blended with modern, 
popular dance music that stimulates our emotions into movement;  
3) An evolving and changing flavor so that the venue doesn’t become standardized and boring. 
4) And to please the palate, tantalizing and tasty goodies that will tease the eye and satisfy the 
appetite.   
 
Many of the dancers that come to Nanoose are in the early stages of their dance life. It is our hope 
to provide a safe and secure dance environment for them to enjoy.  We want them to try in the real 
world the steps they have studied in class.   
 
These initial years are very intimidating and many couples drop out rather than continue on such a 
challenging path A key element is to create an atmosphere of “club camaraderie” where the 
experienced dancers care about and encourage the newcomers. Many new dancers need to be told 
they can get up and dance as they feel intimidated by the more experienced members.  Beginning 
dancers often feel they don’t know enough steps to belong on the dance floor. If people are made to 
feel they are in the way on the dance floor they won’t return.  It is up to the experienced dancers to 
see this doesn’t happen. 
 
The future of the “Nanoose Place Dances” is still to be created.  It can be as great as we chose to 
make it.  Nanoose Place is a wonderful environment full of promise.   
 
The members of the Nanoose Committee are honored to host the “Silver Anniversary Dance” in 
October and we are going to make it an event to be remembered.  Few societies make it to the 25 
year mark and it is a sterling accomplishment. Come join us for a night of celebration. 
 
To finish the year we are hosting the “New Years Eve” Dance.  It will be a great way to mark the 
completion of the first year of NBDS activities at Nanoose Place and for the membership to join 
together in an atmosphere of “dancing and just having fun”.  
 
Island Fantasy Ball:  Nelson Wong 
 
This year’s Island Fantasy Ball was attended by another record crowd of 722, exceeding the 720 
record set in 2005 when we held the Canadian Closed 10 Dance Championships.  The event was 
totally sold out weeks before the event and as a result we had to accommodate many competitors 
who had registered but not bought tickets by selling “standing room only” admission tickets.  
Sponsorships, bar tickets and Sunday workshop revenue had also improved over previous years, and 
contributed to the overall profit of $7,247.00. 
 
The actual event went very smoothly and I consider this year one of the best run IFB’s.  The 
catering was on time and the food was good and plentiful.  The fabulous professional showcase by 
Maxim Kozhevnikov and Yulia Zagoruychenko was enjoyed by all.  Some had made comments that 
this year’s pro show was the best ever at IFB. 
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As in the past, the BC Closed Championships in Standard and Latin were also the highlight of the 
evening.  New this year was the BC Closed Youth Latin Championship.  It was also great to see 
Ken Yung and his students from Parksville participate in the Pro-Am category. 
 
Despite the tight scheduling, we managed to have ample general dance opportunities with music by 
the best DJ in the business, Jim Kent.  The added sound equipment brought from Vancouver by Jim 
Kent greatly improved the sound effects for the event. 
 
An event of such huge magnitude does not just happen.  It was the result of the hard working 2006 
IFB Committee which started organizing the event some eight months before the event.  The 2006 
IFB Committee members were Keith and Deborah Wilson, Pinky Wong, Kevin Fahy, Dave 
Stevenson, Jerry Jaggers, Doug and Sylvia Sheaff, Irene and Chester Scott, Tony and Phyllis Feigel 
and Brian Gaines, and I was very fortunate to have such supportive committee members and 
volunteers.  I want to once again thank the IFB Committee members and volunteers for their 
dedicated hard work and commitment to make this year’s IFB such a memorable event. 
 
DanceSport Committee: Nelson Wong 
 
This past year was quiet.  We managed to rent some practice space mainly at Nanoose Place as it 
was less expensive, and in addition we could take advantage of the time prior to the Saturday 
dances, although there wasn’t great participation.  Nanoose Place doesn’t have a resident custodian, 
so someone with a key has to be there to let people in. 

 

Newcastle Island Dance Camp: John Maher 
 
There were no tea dances hosted by NBDS at Newcastle in 2006, for the first time since 1999.  This 
was due to new competition for dates from a local dance promoter, and confusion about dates from 
Newcastle administrators who had double booked the Pavilion for some dates.  Three Sunday 
afternoons have been booked for 2007.  In 2005 for the first time weekend social dance events were 
held, a West Coast Weekend at the Moose Hall in April, and a dance camp with a variety of 
workshops at Newcastle Island in July.  Due to the favourable reception a second dance camp was 
held on July 7 to 9, 2006.  A total of 135 people attended (a 50% increase over last year), 15 
workshops and 2 dances were held, and lunches, camping and ferry passes were provided.  Net 
proceeds were $1333.  The Pavilion has been booked and deposit paid for the weekend of July 27 – 
29, 2007.  Thanks to the NIDC committee for great work.  Gwen Spinks, Brian Hicks and Tammy 
Paton led the charge, Tina provided support and refreshments for meetings, Megan Paton and Brad 
and Gale all helped during the dance camp, and Brian Gaines kept up with our rapid-fire updates 
and changes to the web site. 
 

Sound System & Music:  John Maher  
 
Due to the advancing age of our club sound system, although it continues to perform with only 
minor repairs required, the board decided to invest in new equipment.  We have recently taken 
delivery of a pair of JBL SG15 powered speakers with travel bags.  These produce a sound quality 
far superior to the old TOA speakers and weigh 20 lbs. less each.  We also purchased a wireless 
headset microphone set for instructors to use, a new CD player for use at Nanoose, and 7 new CDs 
(the club collection is now 154 CDs).  The total cost of new CDs and equipment is approximately 
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$3600.    Special thanks to Nelson for helping with selection and purchase of equipment and to Fred 
Rockwell for ordering CDs.  Fred also deserves recognition for an outstanding job as DJ, as does 
Claude Hamel, both rookie DJs this year.  Nelson, Norm Whelpdale, Ed Hong, Dave Stevenson, 
Jim Burrell continued to play their selections of dance tunes – thanks to all! 
 

Librarian: Bruce Joiner  
 

The NBDS library was formed to provide instructional videotapes to assist NBDS members with 

furthering their knowledge of dance.  In past years, about 10% of the membership used this service. 

Currently this number has increased to approximately 20% of the membership.   

 

We continue to build our collection through an agreement where our supplier provides videos in 

exchange for their advertisement in the Island Fantasy Ball program.  In this way our library can 

grow with no expenditures. Our supplier is slowly switching over to DVD format and is offering a 

greater variety of Ballroom DVDs each year.  This year three new DVDs and one new video were 

added to the library, bringing the total to 24 videos and 9 DVDs. The video list can be viewed in the 

Silver Slipper newsletter either at dances or online at the NBDS website www.ballroomnanaimo.ca.  

As with past years, no NBDS funds were spent on the library. 
 

Promotion: - Sara Treutler 

  

The majority of our members are emailed monthly with our calendar of events but the remaining 

members are contacted by phone. The email database is looked after by Keith Wilson.  I would like 

to thank the following members for the phoning committee for dutifully phoning every month: 

Cynthia Palin, Mac & Dorothy Atkinson and Sylvia Sheaff. Also, thank-you to Jerry Jaggers and 

Brian Hicks who have also been contributors to this committee by way of encouraging new dancers 

to feel welcome at our dances. 

  

To let the rest of the Nanaimo and Parksville area know what dances we're holding, the Nanaimo 

Bulletin and the Parksville Oceanside Star offer free advertising.  Plus community channel on Shaw 

channel 4 for both Nanaimo and Parksville also offer the same service. These announcements are 

updated monthly. 
  
Newsletter:  Gwen Spinks  
 
Gwen was not present.  Keith advised that there were two editions published of the Silver Slipper 
this past year.  There will be a special edition for the 25th Anniversary dance and Gwen is looking 
for special contributions.  If anyone has anything to submit, please do so as soon as possible. 
 
Webmaster:  Brian Gains - Brian was not present but the following is his report.   
 
The original NBDS we site has been restructured and simplified to make updating simpler and to 
improve appearance. 
 
The web calendar has been re-formatted for ease of reading, and kept up-to-date with the support of 
those responsible for scheduling dances and workshops. 
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A separate practice calendar has been established listing the major competitions and special practice 
times organized by Nelson Wong. 
 
Each issue of Silver Slipper has been re-formatted for the web in collaboration with Gwen Spinks. 
 
A separate web site has been developed for the Newcastle Island Dance Camp, designed to be 
readily updated from year to year. 
 
A new web site has been developed for the Island Fantasy Ball, designed to be readily updated from 
year to year. 
 
Objectives for the coming year are:- 
 
1 Keep the current web sites up-to-date in a timely fashion. 
 
2 Re-vitalize the three NBDS sites (NBDS, NIDC & IFB) with fresh images. 
 
3 Experiment with an NBDS Bulletin Board system that can be used for a number of purposes, e.g. 
volunteer coordination, communication among NBDS members. 
 
I am happy to continue maintaining the NBDS web sites for the coming year. However, to ensure 
future continuity its very desirable that at least one other person with web maintenance experience 
become involved and come to know the web sites. 
 

Part 2.  Election of Officers and Directors. 

 
Nominating Committee Chair Dave Stevenson facilitated the election at the request of outgoing 
President Keith Wilson.  The new officers, elected by acclamation, are: 

 

President: Stephen Gower 

Vice President: Lesley Tombs 

Secretary: John Maher 

Treasurer: Barbara Yee 

Past President: Keith Wilson 
 
There were six candidates nominated for member of the board.  After a secret ballot, votes counted 
by Pinky Wong and Deborah Wilson, the elected directors are (alphabetically): 

 

Tina Maher 

Fred Rockwell 

Dave Stevenson 

Sara Treutler 

Nelson Wong 
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Part 3. New Business 

 
Members raised questions and suggestions to the new executive: 

• Amendments to the constitution and bylaws proposed by Dave Stevenson after the last AGM 
have been reviewed by a committee of the board and incorporated into a proposed set of 
revisions.  However the required notice to members was not sent in time for the revisions to be 
put to a vote at this meeting.   New President Stephen committed to pursue the revisions and 
bring them to a vote in a timely manner. 

• One member had raised a concern about the balance of Latin and standard dances, especially 
considering those who do not dance Latin.  The current guidelines for DJs call for an even split 
between Latin and standard. 

• The previous board had determined that the standing committees (IFB, Bowen, Nanoose, 
Newcastle) should proceed with planning for future events.  The committees do not need to wait 
for endorsement by the members at the AGM, thus a vote on the IFB for 2007 is not required 
unless a resolution not to hold it is proposed. 

• The increasing number of flyers to promote other dances was raised as a concern as they 
detract from the table aesthetics.  Jim Beaman moved, seconded by Deborah Wilson, that only 
NBDS flyers, and only a limited number of them, should be allowed on the tables, and flyers for 
other dance events should be placed on a table near the door.  Carried (Dave Stevenson 
abstained). 

• The balance of ballroom and non-ballroom dances at the Newcastle Island Dance Camp 
was heavily non-ballroom this year.  It was agreed that efforts should be made to increase the 
ballroom component without promoting it as a ballroom event. 

• The need to make our dances more accessible to singles was raised, such as rotating partners 
during workshops.   

 

The meeting ended at 9:30 p.m. 
 
 


